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the virtual hardware random number generator device needs to be added to the operating
system to be used. you can add the virtual hardware random number generator device to a

running system using the command modprobe virtio-rng the virtio-rng module is used to
configure the virtual hardware random number generator. the module can be used to add a
virtual hardware random number generator to a running system. elasticsearch is an apache
lucene-based open source search engine. it is designed for high availability and scalability,
and is available on a number of platforms, including linux. elasticsearch is distributed as a
single binary that includes a daemon and a rest api. the random number generator is the

module used to generate random numbers. the module provides four methods for obtaining
random numbers; two from the c library functions rand() and rand_r(), and two from the

linux kernel function urandom(). if the random number generator is initialized with the same
seed, then the same sequence of random numbers is generated on each call to a rand or

rand_r function. however, if the seed is changed, then the sequence of random numbers will
be different each time. the openssl prng is a cryptographically secure random number
generator. the openssl library has the ability to use multiple cryptographically secure

algorithms to generate random data. the system administrator must install the libcrypto-
blob package to enable the openssl prng. this package contains the openssl prng algorithm.
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the major release numbers represent the major/minor number of the software package
release. for example, 5.8.8 would be the major. minor numbers are added for changes
within a release. for example, the 8.8 version would be the minor number. the dotted

numbers with a time specification identify the time at which a new version was released.
this is also referred as a release date. for example, 5.8.10.0 with the 4 indicating the day of
the month is the 10th release on the 5th day of the month -the month is april. the release

number can be either a major or minor release number depending on the number. the srp is
defined in rfc-5114 from ietf. since 2013, the srp is in use by openssl to protect the key

used to access ssl/tls contexts. a simple lookup in the /proc/sys/kernel/random/ file or in the
openssl openssl/rand/srp.h file shows the key sizes in hex and the authentication

parameters. the ipv6 rfc states the randomness properties of ipv6 and proposes network
time protocol (ntp) as a replacement mechanism that will be more random in-reachable and

secure. the ipv6 rfcs have been discussed and reviewed by ntp itself. it is currently used
mostly to synch time on ntp servers within /24 networks. watch out for the potential for

strong defects in the implementations themselves. in particular, there are serious reports of
avoidable security holes in the original and the rng functions to detect nist mt-137/mt-185

flaws. otherwise these implementations all appear to be soundly designed and tested.
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